
Message from the deputy

A
s we approach the end of

the year, I want to offer
you my best wishes for

the holiday season and a
happy and prosperous new year.
I hope you will all enjoy peace
and goodwill in the company of
family and friends.

These are interesting times
for the Ministry of Forests
exciting and full of challenges
and opportunities. Our work is
important and it supports the
people of British Columbia and
their government in many
significant ways. The tasks and
demands that confront us seem

to grow more numerous and
urgent daily. The prospects, at
least in the short term, are for
more of the same.

I want to thank all of you, in
every part of the ministry and
in every corner of the province,
for the professionalism and
dedication you bring to your
work. At the same time, I want
to remind you that your
responsibilities to the ministry
should not compromise your
responsibilities to your families
and communities. I urge you to

affirm and renew those personal
commitments during the holiday

season. I am aware that your
families, in particular, contribute
to the work of the ministry
through their support of the time
and effort you devote to your jobs.
Please thank them on my behalf

I look forward to another
productive year in 1998, and
invite you to join me in building
an organization that conducts its
work effectively and efficiently
in the interests of the people of
British Columbia.

John AIlan,
Deputy Minister

Minister David Zirnhelt tries his

hand at grafting a tree while chief

forester larry Pederson looks on.

The minister took time out from

a recent strategic planning session

with members of the ministry's

executive to tour the research

station and tree improvement

activities at Mesachie lake.
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Bob Friesen:
On top of the •Issues

job to do and I wish all staff the best in

"The ministry has an important and difficult

The "middle"

period of Friesen's

career at the Forest
Service was "a bit

too inward-focused

for my taste." But

he is quick to add:

"Through that

period I became

responsible for

aboriginal affairs

which introduced

me to a totally new

set of relationships

and complex issues."

AB executive

director, besides

Friesen notes that one of his

most rewarding jobs was in

Prince Rupert region. "That job

gave me an opportunity to get

out in the field a bit and work

directly with district and regional

staff as well as stakeholders and

client groups."

managmg some

of the day-to-day

operations, much
of Friesen's

work was issues

management. The

issues of the day

have been highly

varied but in recent

years, much of the work has

focused on forest companies

in difficulty.

Friesen was involved in 41

straight days of negotiating an

Interim Measures Agreement for

Clayoquot Sound with the five

their efforts."

was implemented; and public

expectations and values were

changing.

"The way we managed our

forests was undergoing major

change," said Friesen, "including

changes in resource planning and

public consultation, involving a

wide variety of stakeholders

besides the forest industry. The

expectations of First Nations

were also becoming evident

and it was the eve of several

significant legal cases."

Prior to coming to B.C., Friesen

worked in the Yukon at a variety

of senior jobs with the federal

government's Northern Affairs

Program, including his last job

as head of renewable resources.

His experiences in the north

gave Friesen a broad background

in all aspects of resource

management.

Friesen says he joined the Forest

Service at a time of intense

change: the timber-pricing

system was undergoing major

changes; silviculture and road

building obligations had been
transferred to licensees; a new,

five-per-cent take-back to

expand the small business

forest enterprise program

T he Forest Service will

lose a key member of its

executive team when Bob
Friesen, executiv~ director of

operations division moves on

to new challenges in January.

Friesen began his 11-year career

with the Forest Service as regional

manager in Prince Rupert, moved

to Victoria as the director of

corporate policy and planning,

and then assumed his present

position about four years ago.

''I've looked at this organization

from the field perspective,

the branch perspective and

then from the fourth floor

executive offices," says Friesen.

"There are people with

tremendous talent right across
the whole Forest Service."
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central region chiefs of the Nuu

chah-nulth on Vancouver Island.

"I believe that in the past half

dozen years, we have made

significant progress in addressing

issues in First Nations'

communities," says Friesen.

"The ministry should be proud

of the programs we have

developed and implemented

to provide training and

employment to First Nations'

people as well as the

encouragement and tangible

assistance we have provided

to new entrepreneurs."

Friesen was also involved in

assisting Evan Forest Products

in Golden when it was running

into operating difficulties.

"These companies play such a

crucial role in the economy of

these communities."

And Friesen was at the table

when discussions were being

held to establish major protected

areas in the Khutzeymateen and

the Kitlope.

Friesen's new job is president

of the Interior Lumber

Manufacturing Association,

based in Kelowna.

But Friesen looks back with awe

at his stay in the Forest Service.

"It's a changed organization from

the one I joined ten or 11 years

ago. It has this incredible work

ethic. For whatever reason,

people are particularly dedicated,

loyal and hard-working.

"The ministry has an important,

difficult job to do and I wish all

staff the best in their efforts."

Fort St. James forest district employees collected five trailers full of garbage

from area forests during September and October as part of a plan to clean

up their district. The staff included (from left to right) John Den Engelson,

Byron Goerz, Carole Weiss, Cindy Holland, Ken Mclean, Jeff Holland and

Dave O'Connor.

Recently, Larry Johnson (second from right), of the Prince George forest
district, was presented with an $800 cheque and certificate by Warren
Burkinshaw (left), chair of the Prince George forest district local partnership
committee. Johnson was recognized for his involvement in the Daily Diary
Renewal Project. The project, piloted in several districts across the province,
resulted in significant savings in time to the ministry. Shaking hands with
Johnson is Ray Schultz, district manager, Prince George forest district and
on the right, Loma Waghom-Kidd, BCGEU staff representative.

Submitted by Susan MacLean, ministry recognition administrator, human
resources branch.
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Do B.C. trees sunburn'?
to three times the usual amount of summertime
UV-B for Victoria. Seed sources from different
elevations are used to estimate genetic variation
within species.

What the scientists are finding is both fascinating
and puzzling.
Increased UV-B stunts
some tree species,
especially those from
low elevation sources.
Other species look
the same at all UV-B
doses. Western
hemlock and
Engelmann spruce
seedlings given high
UV-B grew 30 per
cent shorter than those
grown without UV-B,
while lodgepole pine
seedlings reached the
same height at all
UV-B doses.

Some species showed
curly needles with
increasing UV-B,

especially western hemlock, Engelmann spruce, and
western larch. Others, such as yellow-cedar, refused
to mature and retained juvenile foliage when
exposed to high UV-B.

The scientists got another surprise when they did
freezing tests: western redcedar handled freezing
better at small UV-B doses, but lodgepole pine and
Engelmann spruce showed increased frost hardiness
at each step up in UV-B dose. As I.:Hirondelle says,
"The more they fried, the less they froze. We still
can't explain this."

"Research frequently yields surprising results,"
Binder adds. "This is a bad news story with the
possibility of good news."

"These differences in UV-B response between and
within species may help us find solutions in genetics
and silviculture," suggests I.:Hirondelle.

Submitted by Sy!via LHironde!!e and
Wolfgang Binder, research branch

From left to right, western hemlock branches grown at 0, normal, 2x

and 3x normal UV-B doses. Needles at the higher d9ses show severe

curling and "sunburn" (yellowing).

Three bands of
invisible ultraviolet
radiation are found in
sunlight. UV-A is the
least energetic; it can
give us suntans and
sunburns. UV-C is
the most dangerous,
but is filtered out
before it reaches the earth's surface. In the middle
is UV-B, twice as energetic as visible red light,
and potentially damaging to many forms of life.
It can rearrange DNA, bleach pigments and cause
severe sunburns.

Until recently, the ozone layer in the stratosphere
absorbed most incoming UV-B. But that's changing
as synthetic chemicals like CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons)
and halons attack ozone and thin the ozone layer.

As the ozone layer weakens, what happens to trees
that can't avoid exposure to the increasing dose of
UV-B rays? It's an important question. British
Columbians should know as soon as possible what
steps it can take to keep its trees growing fast and fit.

Research branch scientists Wolfgang Binder and
Sylvia eHirondelle are looking for answers to this
question. At Glyn Road Research Station, they
expose conifer seedlings of several species to UV-B
radiation from special lamps. Doses range from zero

A few years ago, B.C. scientists would have
been in the dark when trying to answer

this question. Now, a research project
funded by Forest Renewal BC is shedding light
on the issue by studying the effects of ultraviolet-B
(UV-B) radiation on
conifer seedlings.

And the answers?
An emphatic YES,
a strong NO and
a conclusive IT
DEPENDS. To
interpret the multiple
answers, it helps to
understand what
UV-B is and why it
.. .
IS mcreasmg.
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MOF at APEC

Greenhouse idea
nets rewards
Three scientific/technical officers and a machinist with the Ministry

of Forests' Green Timbers Nursery in Surrey, suggested an improved

method for moving palletized seedlings in trays. The employees,

Glen Templeton, Del Price, David Cripps and Les Hegary noted that

while the seedlings were delivered to the greenhouse on a forklift,

they had to be manually transferred into the greenhouse. The work

was time-consuming and very strenuous because it was always done

in the heat of the summer.

The proposal called for converting the north wall of the greenhouse

to allow loading and unloading of the seedlings with a forklift only.

Conversion will consist of three sliding doors that will give the fork

lift access to each of the three rows in the greenhouse. Net annual

benefits, mostly time savings are $7,236.76. Each employee will

receive an award of $150.66.

Submitted by Susan MacLean, ministry recognition administrator,
human resources branch.
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In the September Forest
Service News, there was
an article about data service
centres. Please note that
the Data Service Centre
Implementation Project
web site is now located at:
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/bdb/

projects/dsc/dscip.htm

"APEC was exciting as it

provided the opportunity to

meet several of the economy

leaders, as well as interact with

some of the best journalists and

photographers in the world,"

said Macpherson.

As part of the reorganization
of communications branch,
effective November 28,
Paul Lackhoff became
N manager, strategic
planning and issues.

Notices:

Bill Macpherson worked as

a senior media relations officer for

the Department of Foreign Affairs

and International Trade. Bill was

responsible for media pools and

media facilitation for a number of

key events, including activities at

BC Place and the University of

British Columbia's Museum of

Anthropology where the leaders'

declaration was delivered.
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"I made some excellent new

contacts with media from the

United States, Germany and

even local media for future

forestry tours and stories,"

said Kenyon.

"We worked hard to set up

interviews for the minister

with media from all over the

world, including Malaysia and

Indonesia," said Parhar. The

minister spoke to local, Japanese

and American media about B.C.

forestry practises and tariffs.

He also spoke to Indonesian

press about B.C. Forest Service

firefighters in Indonesia.

S taff from communications

branch worked along side

more than 2,000 reporters

from around the world during

the recent Asia Pacific Economic

Cooperation (APEC) conference

in Vancouver. The media centre

was buzzing with cell phones and

fax machines as reporters scurried

about to complete stories on events

of the day.

But that didn't discourage

Candace Kenyon, manager of

international communications,

and Debbie Parhar, communi

cations advisor, from talking to

local, Canadian and international

media about forestry in B.C.
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MOF team at world congress

Turkey invited representatives of participating governments to plant a commemorative tree on

the site of the Congress. Carol La Barre, Denys Gagnon and Jacques Robitalle from the Quebec

Ministry of Natural Resources, Yvan Hardy from the Canadian Forest Service and BC Chief

Forester Larry Pedersen teamed up to plant a tree for Canada

forests should protect those forests
for the benefit of the global
community," explains team
member Jim Snetsinger from the
Prince Rupert forest region. "This
places a high cost on areas like
British Columbia that maintain
natural forests, and rewards countries
that have converted their forests
into tree farms."

During the nine-day congress,
participants attended plenary and
technical sessions arranged around
themes of the social, economic and
ecological aspects of sustainable
forest management. "B.C. has
much to contribute to global
forestry discussions," notes Evelyn
Hamilton, team member from
research branch in Victoria. "The
province is a world leader in the
classification and protection of
natural forest ecosystems, and we
have programs in place to deal
with the social and economic
aspects of forestry."

The delegation worked long hours
at the Canada Pavilion, promoting
the province's approach to sustain
able forest management to an
interested audience. "The world is
moving towards a more participa
tory approach to land and resource
management," notes team member
Janine Elo of Vanderhoof forest
district. "British Columbia's
approach to land-use planning
received a lot of positive attention
at the congress.

"Being at international events such
as this one gives us an opportunity
to promote B.C.'s successes and to
learn about the successes of others."

Submitted by Jenny Fraser,
International Relations Unit.

provides an opportunity to ensure
that international standards reBect
Canada's - and British Columbia's
priorities. The four-person
delegation worked closely with
representatives of the governments
of Canada and Quebec to promote
Canada's interests.

The congress attracted over 4,400
participants from 145 jurisdictions
worldwide, representing govern
ments, the scientific community,
international organizations, non
governmental organizations and
the private sector.

A pervasive theme at the congress
and one that poses a significant
challenge to Canada - was that
the world should be moving
towards an increased dependency
on plantation forests, which would
take the pressure off natural forests.

"There was an implicit message
that countries which retain natural

A delegation from the
Forest Service, led by

chief forester Larry
Pedersen, represented British
Columbia at the Eleventh World
Forestry Congress, held from
October 13-22 in Antalya, Turkey.

The theme of the congress, Forestry
fOr Sustainable Development:
Towards the 21st Century, was
chosen to highlight new global
directions in forestry and envir
onmental policies and practices.

"It is vital that British Columbia
participate in the international
community where global concepts
and standards of sustainable forestry
are being developed," says Pedersen.
"The province depends heavily on
forest product exports, and global
forestry standards will ultimately
inBuence international trade."

Pedersen added that B.C.'s
participation at the congress
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AI Gorley (left), regional manager in Prince George forest region

presents a plaque to Laird Lynch (centre) for recognition of Lynch's

commitment and dedication to the forest service. AI DeGraff (right)

holds a second plaque that Lynch received from the RCMP.
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John Wenger, district manager of Penticton

forest district, presents an Employee Recognition

Award cheque and plaque to Dave Anderson (left)

Anderson received a $2000 award for his suggestion

and Brian Brown (right) at an all-staff meeting.

award for his suggestion on employee diaries.

of a paperless office, while Brown received an $800

Submitted by At DeGraff, Prince George forest region.

these cases are managed and ultimately to
ministry acceptance of the importance of
confidentiality.

Over the past few years, Lynch has been very
active in training forest district staff in the
techniques of investigating, gathering evidence,
taking statements and preparing proper case files
for prosecutions and administrative offences.

Lynch is hoping to continue working in his
field and plans to provide training and offer
an investigative service.

Laird Lynch, forest revenue inspector
at Prince George forest region, retired
on March 31 this year. Regional
manager AI GorIey recently honored
Lynch's exemplary service to the
ministry. Gorley also presented
Lynch with a plaque signed by the
divisional deputy commissioner of
the RCMP expressing appreciation
for the time and effort he
contributed to the RCMP Forest
Crimes Unit on numerous log-theft
investigations.

Retirement of
one of the last
and best

Lynch started work with the Forest Service in 1965
on a suppression crew at the Summit Lake ranger
district, just north of Prince George. He worked for
nine years on the ranger district field staff and as a
scaler. He became a check scaler in Prince George
forest district in 1984 and a forest revenue
inspector at the regional headquarters in 1989.

As a revenue inspector, Lynch worked closely
with the local Crown counsel and the RCMP
log squad in Vancouver to collect evidence and
prepare cases involving timber theft and fraud.
This relationship led to improvements in the way

7
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Fort St. John forest district was having trouble
recruiting, so they decided to grow their own.
From left to right: Lance Ollenberger's daughter,
Lauren, born June 6 (MANAGED to be first);
Andy Johnson's son, Colton, born August 8 (yelling
"This isn't how I PLANNED it"); Ryan Carignan's
twin girls, Emma and Elizabeth, born September 10

Golfers celebrate 25th
A near record turnout of golfers attended the 1997
B.C. Forest Service Provincial Golf Tournament for
its silver anniversary. A total of 122 golfers, including
18 retirees, made their way to the Williarns Lake
Golf and Country Club in September.

At the Saturday night banquet, putters were awarded
to Stan Gripich (men's) and Kathy Johnson
(women's) for the least number of putts on the first
day of the tournament. Chief forester (and golfer)
Larry Pedersen was on hand to participate in a tree
dedication commemorating the silver anniversary.

Among the highlights of the banquet were stories
from Eric Robinson, Larry Coles and Geoff Bates
on the first BCFS provincial tournament, recognition
of the retirees, putting contests, 50/50 draws during
the supper and countless door prizes (donations).

(RESOURCEful two-for-one); John Hanemaayer's
son, John Jacob Jr., born August 20 (TECHNICALly
little John); Leroy Nadeau's son, Ben, born June 26
(Is this the end ZONE?).

(Can you spot which part ofthe district each baby's
parent works in?)

Here are the winners:

• Wood Harnblim trophy for men's overall gross:
Ron Greshner of Kamloops

• Chemonics trophy for women's overall gross:
Irene Levesque of Williarns Lake

• Cariboo Spur trophy for retiree overall gross:
Bill Pearson of Port McNeil

• Northern Mountain trophy for men's overall
low net: Hugh Freeman of Williams Lake

• Conair trophy for women's overall low net:
Deb Newby of Kamloops

• Denney MacDonald award for retirees overall
low net: lan Morrison of Victoria

• Fire Tech Manufacturing Ltd. award for team
low net: Kamloops team, comprised of Ron
Greshner, Bruce Pamplin and Gary Reay

Submitted by Mike Pedersen, Cariboo forest region.

The British Columbia Forest Service Newsletter is published on the fourth Monday of each month
by the communications branch. Deadline is the first of the month. We welcome your comments,
suggestions and contributions. Please contact:

Lindsey Olivier,
Editor, Forest Service News
Ministry of Forests
PO Box 9517 Srn Prov Govt,
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 9C3
Phone: 356-6181, Fax: 387-8485
e-mail: Lindsey.Olivier@gems6.gov.be.ca

or
Alan Dolan
Phone: 250-478-8056,
Fax: 250-478-0367
e-mail: adolan@islandnet.com
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